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1 We won't have to witness the Trump dementia show for
much longer because he is rapidly changing now. That’s
the thing- dementia steadily worsens. His condition will
degrade to meet whatever threshold even his most ardent
supporters insist on seeing b4 they admit he has dementia

2 The word is out. Trump’s mental decline was discussed again on Nicolle Wallace’s

show on Friday. She asked the panel, like she did 2 days earlier “What’s wrong with

him?” John Heilemann called it straight out. He specifically pointed out how Trump

is worsening. A powerful stmt:

3 A great question by @kathypeyser : "Why do people have such difficulty

acknowledging that the POTUS has snowballing dementia? It baffles me." 

 

Here's 10 Reasons why it took a while: 

1 It’s a multi-year progression. Early years go undiagnosed & changes comes

gradually at first

4 10 Reasons: 

 

2 People can’t conceive of a mentally ill POTUS 

3 He motormouths repetition that 30% of people zone out & believe 

4 The WH does everything for him 

5 Denial- His supporters will feel stupid for backing a mentally ill POTUS 

6 Zero Integrity exists w/ him & his family

5 10 Reasons: 
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7 Ppl need to see the total wipeout he's doing now. He's a spectacle- balance,

involuntary movements & verbal incoherence 

8 A series of bogus, incomplete physicals 

9 MSM has been lax on the issue 

10 Opportunists get what they want out of him & don't want it to end

6 Even opportunists can sense when the show is over. Nikki Haley is warming up in

Iowa & Mitt Romney "boldly" said he might not support Trump in 2020- easy to do

since Trump won't be the GOP candidate on election night. 

 

Layered threads. 2020 not happening 
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1 Donald Trump’s 2019 Frontotemporal Dementia summer tour 
is breaking records worldwide. He’s confused. He’s off balance. 
He’s delusional. His face is mask-like. His body involuntarily 
jerks. He’s right on schedule, as predicted, w/ a mountain of 
video documenting his downfall.
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7 MSM is moving in the right direction. They can't miss on this one because Trump's

worsening condition will make their recent comments will look tame. The reporter

that breaks the story of Trump's health cover up, will uncover a whopper of scandal.

Drugs, enablers, forgeries....

8 If Congress takes up the issue, they shouldn't waste time talking about Trump's

narcissism. DC has more narcissists per square foot than anywhere on earth. It will

sound partisan if it devolves into marveling about his crazed behavior & what he says.

GOP will say he's just fine

9 Focus on the underlying neurological condition- irreversible degenerative damage

& the grim prognosis. He's deep in to it & it only goes in one direction- down. There

will be future presidents who are narcissists. We don’t want another person w/

dementia to ever occupy the WH.
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